Creating the Online Learning Environment: Assessing the Overall Learning Environment and Expectations

When creating a learning environment, it is easy to over plan along the way and create a course that requires more of yourself and your students than intended. You should be able to provide guiding feedback in a timely manner, and students should be able to complete the work assigned within the time allotted. A good guideline is to plan for 3 hours of work per credit per week for students. So for a three credit course, completion of all readings, viewings, quizzes, journals, discussions, assignments, etc… should require no more than 9 hours of student time per week.

To ensure that you are planning for success you can map each module on a calendar and ask yourself the following questions:

- Are students being asked to complete more than 3 hours of work per credit each week?
- Can you assess work and provide feedback in time for students to apply that feedback to the next similar assignment?
- Is the work load spread out adequately for you and your students to succeed?

*****

In the example below, you will see how this instructor has planned the class. She has mapped one module on a calendar, highlighting student-content activities in purple, student-student activities in orange, and student-instructor activities in teal. This visualization helps her to see more clearly how the work spreads out and better determine the answers to the questions above. Note how she has given herself 24-48 hours to provide feedback on assignments and that students have 4-5 days to use that feedback on subsequent related work.